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Congress has granted the Departsient of the Kavy a total of HM7
billion In nan ebligational authority tor uaa during the 1966 fiscal year,
exclusive of attppleeantal appropriations. Of thla aneent, $150.^ million or
about 1.5' haa been designated for the category labeled *Suppliee and Q^uipage,*
an account that ftnanoaa the eoate of the majority af the dally operational
maintenance taaka performed to keen the shine of the Fleet In fighting condition.
Materials purchased «ith Supplies end Equipage funds Include repair parte,
consumable supplies, and eeuipage.
1 the first two of these three categories
are the ones which deal with aaintenance and eaaantially contain thoae materials
which are uaed to keep ships clean, «*11 preeerved, and In proper working order.
Although other accounts cover the cost ot shipyard work, nan equipment, and
certain repair parte, the readiness of the Fleet's 9*>1
2
ehipe la to a large
extent dependent upon this snail portlan of the Setvy's total budget.
The seat prevalent Method of assigning Supplies and Sqeipege funds ia
to allov aaah ship to obligate a certain amount of dollars during each quarter
of the fiscal year. This ceiling figure for spending la rmtwnA to aa the
Operating Target, or 0f?AfU While the amount of tm&» assigned to a ship does
not usually vary fro* Quarter to Quarter, the ship aay not spend money from its
11 urn 1 1 • h im 1 «mj—m a n » m i — m m i n 1— 11 »iiii i hmk—wmn imnn ai ' ittmtmmsmKmimmmuMmmmttiemamammmmmumm
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*Gonau«afele eupplAss* are administrative and housekeeping Items aa
veil as routine tools and hardware. w3qulpage* consists of items of s durable
nature, usually of high unit cost and often pilferufcls.
The number planned to be 1c eonaission on 30 June 1966,
U

next qurur If it funs short of fanda* nor aey It eerry aver a balance free one
quarter to the next. This limitation eta create on incentive to spend oil of
the available fende oaoh quarter (often an too theory that futere funding levels
nay bo rseaoed duo to look of need), and it eon severely handicap a ship that
rone loo of money before the quarter ends, thlo method of alloting funds
enablee those responsible for the fends to avoid over-obligation in violation of
the AntUOefieienoy Act
1
, bat It places shipboard officers in the delicate
position of balancing iaaadiats re**ireasnte against the need to have funds
available for unexpected expeneee.
At the start of Fiscal Year 1966, a nev system vas introduced In the
llittiliaii Foroo of the Atlantic Fleet* Ships In this force are now granted
fund« for use daring the entire year and may use their discretion in fereeletiag
management practices relating to these fende, except that all bat the smallest
units oast prepare budgets* this near aothod of handling CTTAR funds, referred
to hereafter ao P0STA8 (Poet«Oparating Target)* alloea for a much greater degree
of flexibility with vhlch to adjust to frequently changing schedules of opera*
tion. sMwriods of deployment to overseas areas typically involve extraordinarily
high obligation rates to increase inventory levels prior to departure, and
eejMStfUn?. officers often have found it necessary to request extra fends*
Having a sor of aoney for use throughout the year should enable offleers to
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the AntWfeficleney Act provides for the punishment of any officer or
civilian employee of the federal government the knowingly and wilfully violates
sppropriatlona, epponioaments, or allocations. 3ueh violation la punishable by
a fine up to $5*000, as auch as two years imprisonment, or both* (U.S., Beelaad
!H&&£» 3* G.S.C, 665* Section 36795*
ill

After seerebfag tor *n w*a©riate theeie topic, itw decided that
•a inveetiiotlor. of financial ajwegimlnt at the ehinboard level in connection
with tbe aw aveta* of annual funding possessed uerit. Internet to this topic
stone fron thirty-three aonths of personal experience as ft division offleer end
deoartetfnt heed an board * dwinirw, during whiefe time there wee a*** ooper*
tonity to boeo»e familiar with the difficulties of quarterly CWaK nsnegevumt
and to realise that there ie wry little financial iiswSBOiient guidance provided
to offieere of the neet, Pollevins initial research into the problem, fomr
brood objectives for this etudy siowged, Tbe objectives are to prueentt
1 1 m budgeting isuwaaircc employed aboard ehlpc in the Atlantic
rtoaVi igM hm mm*
li The reaction to annual finding of the officers who work with the
3. fceisUng obotoelee that prevent the PCSTAR aysten*s increased
effectiveness,
4. A suitable budgeting eystea for shipboard use,
Since iAforuetion dealing vith the above topics has not previously
been oonplled to tbe author's fcnowledire, two pueationnsires ware prepared,
copies of which were sent to each shin in tbe Amphibious Force of tbe Atlantic
Fleet* Several openp-ended queries ware included in tbe ejoostionnairee for the
purpose of getting ipowaaaHnf officers1 and departaout beads' aotual practices
and opinisns concerning ehi|fceard budgeting and annual funding* Neva specifleal*
ly# questions vara asked covering the three phases of budgeting that apply on a
shipboard levels budget preparation, exaoution, and review. Other ejnootiona
ware slued at setting personal opinions of tbe POSTAL system and learning of
those obataeles that prevent its aore effective iaplewenUtion. Because of the
iv

diftami tyoee «f abipe ** «* Aajfcibioue Ferae and the *«• me* of
to be found among the respondents, it 19 anticipated that the results
of this fet*eettg*tlen aey bete oaeful application
Since dally operational maintenance UWw part of the total
4*>ere of maintenance reaponelMlitiee alioaldared tqr a maeawrflng offleer, the
aerioee etiajeap facilities mmilablo for aee are explained as are funds other
then P09TA* idiieh help maintain a ship, finally, seme typical etrateglee
employed to eat the aaxfeta* work aaeaaytishert attain the limitations of the
available meal** are deserftbad to precent the broad ftaa»H9t* within efcieh the
Gffleer maintains hie ship *ln a state of msimm ofteetireneee for
r
To fully mtaffttaad the prolan being studied, ana must have a basin
bmoaledge of the important or^niaatlonal re^etloiafelpa within the Hety, Infer.
matlsft idiieb la prsaented along with Utahgiuiitd material describing the budgetary
process. A typieel aanpliee and Scuinage budget cycle is dlaaaaaad shoving it©
releUonahip to meat Plaet problem* that hewe arisen doe to consistent under-
Beeidee the oueetionmir& employed, material for tbie eutfy «es ob»
talaed fraa the tanhlbloaa Fovea instruction which offacte the ?08T*R
serious Department of the ftsay pg^blieeticne, and literature itlanaaalfn, budgeting,
A apaelil note of thaahs la emtaaded to the) easy officers aha teak Has
tine to fill oat end fataaa the mmatlmine Iran the? resetted* as one of them
eaaaantad. *ans of the seat difficult nrablaaa facing a Commanding Officer and
his dapartaant heads la that of staying ahead of their paper work** thle
ww—— I I in ———
—
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difficulty U raoognited, end the efforts of those tfho returned their fome Is
The author alee wishes te eaoprees appreciation for the assistance
given by Mr. . • Oeeon of the Betraeu of Supplies end Aocoimte and by Kr* m a,
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In tut offiea of one fewer director of the
the Bedfet, there ami tans ft chart entitled, The foal* of
3od£*tinr.,« Thro* s&oh tools wars i*nrtrayed-~* crystal
boll, soe* dice, and a pair of scissors, 1
This chapter describes the badget process rtilch rosnlts in the
of shipboard soiiitoasiiee ftmdn, the 3appli»s and Saalpog* portion of tho
appropriation, •Operation and Maintenance, Hot*** The recent levels of Supplies
and aeejfftgo funding ere dleeoseed along with tho consequences for the Fleet.
Since any dieeaaeian of resource «ana«onent vithlR tho Saty raouires a faailll~
arity with naval organisation and the ecaawnd relationships that exist, the
chapter begins with a brief description of the deal ergenl££tion streetare within
the f'av&l SaUbHahnant* It than leadc into budgeting with a sketch of current
planning, prograieainff, and badgetine ooneeots employed la tho Departs*nt of
Defense,
Tho 5*aty organiaetion pattern provides for two dietinct ohalna of
oonnend, one for edninl gtrstlve natters and tho other for operational
Tho feracr Is a permanent organisation existing to provide continuity and to
insure that maintenance and administration of the ships is carried oat effective-
ly. At the top of this structure is the Chief of Scvul operations to shoo tho
O&ebingten, S.C.i Aiaeriean ivnterprise Institute for Public Policy
W6u)i p# 1.

Gsaseuidera«.ia*Chlef of the Atlantic and the Pacific neat* report for Batters of
trailing, losirtical aspport* and administration (Figure 1), Saab of thaaa tao
floats is a separate entity, bat both bate substantially identical organisation
etructurc*. At the third echelon of nwiaiariit lie the type Coaaandors* under ilue
aia&lar types of ahipe or anita ere j?roeped# the type eeaaatade v&thin each of
the two fleets ares Asjphibiona Ferae, Grelaat%&e*trapar Faroe* Sabaarina Force,
tta* Force, Heval Air Fereee, Service Fovea* fleet Marine Force* and a Training
Coaeaad, Seeti type nmamnrt ia further subdivided Into flotillas (or group* aa
they nay be called}, squadrons* and divisions, bat these three levels eeree
priaarily to coordinate aattara and consolidate coteasileation befeeaen indlviifetal
ships and the Type Cjanandai .
Fleet ooarationa are eondacted enter the saoum! chain of aajsaaad tar
Taak Force Caaaendars. When a aiseion Meat be perforead* aa organl&atien la
activated for this purpose within the existing taa% fleet ubicb has responsibil-
ity for the geographical area involved* The uaU.knoai) First, Seventh, Second,
and Sixth Flaata ^T9 the currently existing Teak fleets union carry oat the
actaal operations of the 8nr in the Pacific and the Atlantic Ocean areas. The
Task Force that is activated for a specific adaaion has ita een hierarchy of
saw i l i t and exists only from the tine it ir activated until it ia de-activated
en eigne! lay the force eoowendar. the offieera «ho nan the poaitione in its
structure generally occupy poaitione ia the adeiniatrative chain of
aa their peraanent duty assignments. The Type Cotexnders eanaarnad
designate the ships free their eeaeaetde that take part in the planned operations,
Iseeaai of the cdesian of the navy and its "on call* nature, the ~***i*<m& of
chips for operations often gete to be a very fluid nrepoaitian and injects one

Figure 1
ADMINISTRATIVE CHAIN OF COMMAND












of tne prinwry eeereee of diffiealty into to© Gesnondine Officer's financial
1
Xa addition to the dual chain of ©oeeamd, the ether organisation
structure thai hae a bearing on float roaintaoanea la that within tha ftny
Department la Washington (Figure 2) # Here, a consuw |*odastir relationship
exists regarding supporting reijiiiieejaots* Set Offiae of tha Chief of Sesal
Operation© and tha Opera ting Foroee ire viewed aa consumers of eereieee ami
eaterial provided by tha Under kwrataor of the 3s*y sud the Assistant Seeretariea
2
of the Bs*y through their direction of the various bofeaaa and shore eettvitiea*
Tha activities of only two bares** aye st&nifleant in the area under disease!
the 3*ree* of Snipe (alee referred to aa BB3BIFS) and the 3e***a of Sappliee and
Aeeeente (also referred to aa 98Stm}« ***** •**•* things, tha faraar la
responsible for the repair of ships, aophlbioa* craft, and boats, ««d the Utter
bttreeu la charged with Use proearanant and issue of supplies and aaterlal (lees
ejajOoaivea) and with the development of procedures for the performance of supply
ftM***** t***Ja Mi ft****
'
In Marsh, 1-366, the Seeretary of the Savy aanaanead a proposed reorgan*
last ion plan that* if Instituted* will replace aaeh of the present bureau
h
structure with a He**l Material Coreaand (Figure 3), Basically, BtiSSIPS will be
replaced by a Ship 3ystews riasejiiil and a Supply 9rste»* Caiasajia
1
will take the
place of 3USAKDA, They vill be two of six aystens eeoaande whieh will report to
the secretary of the navy threw** the Chief of fimmX Material end the Chief of
1
For s more eowrdete dieeueelen of naval organisation see U»$«,
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tawal OimitHmiL At this tine it arisen that the reorganisation vill has*
I
litUe, if an/, effect upon the topioc dlemeoo* in this study.
Tfce planting* prccrawdng, end budgeting aysten used ir. the Departaent
of Oofana* Is the rrinoipal aanageaant tool with which the Seeretaxy of
neld« * ooean«hau«l*e, vortLdUwld* plan of action.* Gttfeetivea are set, pre-
peas are sapped out for t?*elr acowflpitefteient, and budgets are prepared to
finance the arjprswad pwagree** Baftire going lata detail about budgeting liar the
Operation ant' ^intenano*. Saty appropriation, a fcriaf discussion of the planning,
procrawsfae, and buogetiisj systorc is presented at background seterial.
The elannixig j&ese begins with the aenaal preparation of the Joint
Strategic Objectives Han by the Joint Chiefa of Staff, this document contains
their raecHKiendation§ onniiiiaifulm, the Military foroaa and taHitsrj ptoisxsbbs that
Should be aipixiuicrt over the next five to eight years* Saeh spring the .secretary
of Defence review* the Joint strategic Objectives Han end nelees hie preliminary
r; . . :.• /.. • ; _ v - r - - *'. • • • - ' -
tivs force guidance* that energs* fro* tola revise, the aanrioaa prepare thai?
change proposals to the basic plan of the nation's defense poster©, ths Five*
Tear Faroe -~t rosters and financial Prosraa.-
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1 intarviav with K» S* ftehall, yufjervinwy Budget Offloor. Active neat
, C^NfAruOle? Divii?ion of the Bureau of ^hips, Maren 17* 1% .
Charles 4, Hitch,
"j^tritffrtWrtieT.ftT fllfliffl: CsarkalG^ and Loa
angolas, California t IMiweity of California Press, 1965 )• ?• 39*
^Ibida, p* 3U

8are* Stratecie SotaXiatery Foroee# Continental Air end MUelle Defense
feme, Soneral Perpoae Foww, Airlift and Sealltt Forces, fetserre and Ouerd
fotoae, naaoarrti and aetelensent, lenewa aajpeft, and ttUtery Aeeietenee
la Jn torn divided into program elaaants union are
defined ac integreted emtotamkUm* of am* eo*lws**tf and installation* *»*»
ofleetlssasss nan be related to national seeerity sojeeUeeo/ I if c---i,
,
Amphibious Aeaoelt Foresa la ona of many ftXoaoa&o ifcfcsh eoaprlses the oenerel
Purpose Poroao, The foroa streetaire deeaeeet gftvoo program data* a description
of too foreee involved, took* and missions, pfwowmt lists, facility lists,
oad doeoriJbae oil tho progfe* elements in pbyeiael terms such ao missiles and
eaips ao well ao In monetary ten** In this way too input (dollars) and outset
(foyoteel itaoo) for eaefc element to shewn.3 Military forooe oro projected
eight years ahead and all ether data* both nbyeieal and financial, are projected
five years into too fetors, the military oiooion etraetoro and the long mma
planMns: boriooo employed in toe Five Year Foroo StoooUro and Financial Plan
$m the In aJee aJaHMliiioiUoji af Mm leomJlmmme. if ajamjaa atttajdtt »
oretrsmnlnc , and bodgeting
*$tth too tflannlic end programming accomplished, too final phase So tho
process consists of tranaXaUng too o^wwod proyrem* free their oiooion
4%ak0 ^MM^k^^^l JF^^K^^M^^k'fc a -i, ojt%*^Bi iB^fta^Mb ^fl^fe^M^m 9.^k^iuktfh 4dV^^ft^^ek^^&ea^^ ^mmm^B I^A•» nmb*% 4hA m ^t Bfllam 4^^A> 4& jajLJ _
^o^a *w^^eee^^"W •wrmpo obh wojows .* j^^^os •'^pooof • ^eexTSwr ^eaar^e^mrwWomT^m emeooo * omsomoeomm)Nowio* o <o*w-« oii«^^^ o^s»
apyretsiatloa straotare where they will beeoao the booio far the Heey oapaott of
««**.».*. bow » ».
A
Offtao of the Oiractar of the I'regras Information OoaterL

9the Department of Lefanse budget.
Appropriation -tructurc
Th» Constitution provides that "no money shall be drawn from the
2
Treasury, but in consequence of appropriations made by law." The money that
le available each year to operate the Fleet cores from the annual appropriation
entitled "Operation and Maintenance, Navy," It can be defijfted aa a statutory
authority to make payments out of the Treasury for the purpose of operating and
Maintaining the ships in the Navy* a attack, amphibious assault, antisubmarine,
anti-air warfare, and Polaris submarine forces. The Operation and Maintenance,
Hevy appropriation is composed of three levels of sub-categories with the first
level consisting of eifht major activities. These ares General Expenses,
Navy Personnel, Ships and Facilities, Weapons and Facilities, edicsl Care,
Civil Engineering, Servieetrido Supply, Servicewide Operations, and iiaval Petro-
lean Reserves,
The major activity this study is concerned with, Ships and Facilities,
is assigned to the Chief of the Bureau of Ships for management. He has in turn
sub-divided it Into eight budget activities which ares Maintenance and Operation
of the Active T leet. Active Fleet Alterations and Improvement, Technical Support
Activities, Polaris, Fuel for Ships, Fleet Support Facilities, Maintenance and
. ., Department of the ravy, Office of the Chief of iiaval Operations,
Wavy I>rwgrftmwlrig Manual, Part I, QPHAV W-1, 19#*, P» 1-2-3.
2U,S„ Constitution, Art, 1, sec, 9 (7).
^U,S», Bureau of the Budget,
ttec Government
Printlag
jBBBgi* to, toe Dud^et of foe United
U.3,, Departnent of the Navy, Office of the Comptroller, Budget
Plgeat Fiscal Year 1966» November, 1965, o. 5*.
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Operation of Reserve Training Veesels, and Departosntal Administration.
Finally, the budget activity entitled ntointananee and Operation of
the Active neet" is divided into three budget nrojeets. Theee projects arei
2
Supplies and Equipage, Scheduled Repairs, and Ship Repairs.
In general, it can be said that the Supplies and Equipage noney pays
for Material needed for the fleet9 a day-to-day operational maintenance require-
ments, ?*>re specifically, the funds are used for repair parts, consumables,
equipage, oertain port services, repairs to other vessels (applicable primarily
to repair vessels), and the support of Flags and Comnande (those officers
occupying positions in the administrative and operational chains of command
previously described). At the tim this study wee conducted in Fiscal Year 1966,
Supplies and Bquipagc vaa allocated $150.** million out of the Davy's budget of
$14.27«* billion.
pjqdaet. Fornulatlon
It is essential to know actual as wall as
theoretical rjethods of dipping ice cream, as they
differ considerably.^
Development of the budget In the navy is largely a natter of bureau
responsibility, since each bureau is required to prepare the budget for those
activities for *fclch it has management responsibility. In this way financial
BJdward N. McKeen, "Budgeting at the Shipboard Level" (unpublished
mater's thesis. School of Oovernnsnt, Business and International Affairs,
the George Washington University, 1964), p. ^U^
|
JmmA*
'U.S., Department of the Army, Pamphlet 20-32
j
. quoted in Frederick
C. Kosher,
_^,Pf ^fift^E' T\mipr fftf ftWttflP (aw Yortti Anerican Book-Stratford Frees,
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and management responsibility are kept aliened within the organisational
pattern.
1
The various bureaus are charred with the taake of formulating their
budgets, justifying the request© at all levels of review, and budget execution.
Justification of the various program which require dollar support Is handled
by the Office of the Chief of Naval Operationa.
the budgeting phase of the Department of Defense plamlng«programdiig«
budgeting system is theoretically done by breaking down the financial require-
ments for the program elements contained in the five Year Force Structure and
Financial Plan into the proper appropriation structure categories and then
integrating all the parts into a budget. This can be done for any year of the
2
five years covered by the force structure document.
In practice, the bureau budgeting cycle begins in November vtoen the
of Ships calls for the financial requirements (without justification)
of the Atlantic and the Pacific Fleets so that nrogram objectives can be
prepared by the Bureau. These program objectives are the financial objectives
that the Bureau would like to achieve for the budget under preparation. In
of 1963 the call was Issued for the amounts of money the two fleet
estimated that they would nw»d for the fiscal ymar 1968. The repliea
of the fleet commanders are based upon the requests of their type commanders
for funds and reflect past usage data, expected force level increases, cost
escalation, end the expected tempo of operations,
——
— i n I Ml I I m »»———— I———————
I
IMMMMM^MWlMMl^WMaMM^MMMK
U.S., Department of the Havy, Office of the Comptroller, The Budget
Process in the Nqyy . October, 1959. p. 2-12.
^itch, p. 38.
'Unless otherwise noted. Information contained in this chanter
relating to SUSHIPS budgeting was obtained during the interview with Mr. Rohall
of the Bureau of Ships.
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The program objectives thus obtained are submitted In January to the
Chief of Navel Operations and the Deputy Comptroller who review them and set
upper limits on the appropriations. These limits usually Involve reducing the
submitted figures* The reductions are divided among the bureaus receiving
funds from the several appropriations* ithln each bureau the cuts are further
distributed to the budgot activity level where they are typically anplied to
those large programs ttoleh are not as easily defended as others, for example,
a reduction in the program objective for the Operation and Maintenance, Ravy
appropriation would result In the Bureau of Shine absorbing a norti^n of the
cut. Of the activities BU3HIP5 must fund, the reserve fleet and the naval
reserve training vessels are already being; funded at a "bare bones* level and
so would probably not be cut further. Of the large programs, fuel funds are
difficult to reduce because experience shows that pleas for fuel conservation
generally are not effective. In fact, ©onsumption aometiwes increases after the
request. Overhaul funds and restricted availability funds (vhteh pay for emer-
gency repairs at shipyards) are subject to reduction, but the effect© of cuts
can often be dramatically portrayed. This leaves funds for alterations to
vessels and Supplies and Equipage funds especially susceptible to being decreased,
fe Bureau claims that under-funding Supplies and Equipage results in consumption
being greater than Inventory replacement, a condition which causes ships to be
unable to maintain their prescribed material allowance levels, budget examiners
tyoieelly respond with, "How 1*t&> are yswr allfHance deficiencies, and hour
significant are they?" At the nresent time the Navy cannot answer these ques-
tions, and the Supplies and Equipage budget frequently is reduced.
Without giving the fleets any indication of the final program objec-
tives, the Bureau of Ships requests of them in February justification for the

fends requested in November. This information is used later by the itareem to
defend the budget that is formulated.
During April and May, the Bureaus budget personnel engage in prepar-
ation of Program Change Proposels for those programs requiring significant
funding increases (or decreases). The Proems Change Proposals are dee in June
and are extensively reviewed prior te submission to the Secretary of Defense.
At sons times the decisions dealing with individual Program Change Proposals
KT9 made fairly soon after the June deadline while et other tines the decisions
are delayed until November. Until a final decision is made by the Secretary,
however, budget officers must prepare budgets based on previously aproved
funding levels as well as on the proposed levels,
A consideration of budget preparation at the bureau level, as it is
actually dene in eoranarlson with the way it theoretically relates to the five
Tear Force Structure and Financial Plan, ©i^ht brini: to rdnd the question "Which
cones first, the chicken or the egg?* Is the annual ?&vy budget for Operation
and Maintenance, Navy a summation of the Cperstitan and l!ainienanee financial
requirements for all the program elements to which the mv^ contributes, or is
the force structure plan an outcome of the requests for funds of the operating
units b» modified within the Ssvy to reflect how much money it expects to
receive? The answer probably lies somewhere between these two extremes and
perhaps closer to the latter then to the former possibility.
The first step in the budget review process that takes place outside
the itareau of Ships begins in August when the Kavy Comptroller examines the
budget. If ha makes cuts in the budget, the reasons for the cuts ere presented

i*
to the Bureau which may then take its com to the Secretary of the Navy if it
feels strongly that the cut should ba restored. The Secretary has the final
responsibility for the H*vy*a budget, and in any given year his objective will
probably fall somewhere along a broad spectrum of choices. These range from
determining the amount of noney he feels is necessary to fulfill the Navy's
progran responsibilities to that of getting the best possible naval program with-
in the assigned budget limitations. After he has made his decisions, the budget
must undergo the two final steps in the Sxeeutive Department 1 s review process.
Due to the else and complexity of the Defense budget, the reviews of the Secre-
tary of Defense and the Bureau of the Budget are combined into one which occurs
in early October. The Defense Secretary is concerned with getting the beet
defense package within his assigned budget limitation while the Bureau of the
Budget aims to get the best budget for the government within the framework of the
Administrations fiscal policy and program goals. At whatever level considered,
the review process is one of "boiling down* the budget requests in order to
achieve the best possible package with the funds likely to be granted by the
Jon | re: | -..
The final act in the review procedure takes place on Capitol Hill when
the Presidents budget is presented to Congress. *©rk commences in the House of
Representatives where, by custom, ell appropriation bills originate. The House
Appropriation Committee delegates the military portion of the budget to the Sub-
committee on Department of Defense Appropristlons which conducts detailed hearings
en the budget. The committee members concentrate their attention on the items
which represent the largest increases from the previous budget and usually,
though rot always, adopt a position of guarding the Treasury, As Aaron ildavsky
i . i
i i . 1
1




.Guardianship (of the Treasury) provides the Congress-
men with a stance that supplies reasonably clear instructions—
cut the estimates—while keeping the area within which they
wist focus their attention—the largest increasea—manageable
in terms of their United time and ability to calculate. 1
When the subcommittee has completed its work, the appropriation bill
is presented to the Appropriations Committee from which it goes to a vote on the
floor of the House* Because of the tremendous workload of Congress, legislation
is parceled out to committees and subcommittees whose members examine it in
detail and whose recommendations are usually accepted.
The Senate receives the Rouse version of the appropriation bill and
conducts its own hearings through its Subcommittee on Department of Defense
Appropriations, comprised of members of the Senate Appropriations Committee.
The emphasis of the Senate review is on the cuts made by the House*
A member of the Senate appropriations Committee
is likely to conceive his proper role as the responsible
legislator who sees to it that the irrepresible lower
House does not do too much damage either to constituency
or national interests.2
Many of the reductions made by the House are restored, at least In
part, by Senate action, and a Joint committee is established including members
from both branches of Congress. The final mark-up of the bill that comes from
this committee is ueialiy accepted and sent to the President for signature*
^
Arthur Smithies has briefly summarised Congressional budget action as follows*
1
Aaron wildavaky. The, Pp^iUcs of ftfte H^efory ^rocsse (Boston:
, and Co., 19&>), p. 161.
^
Zbld* p. 51 •
Little, Brown
2
^An excellent account of the entire federal budget cycle is presented
by David J. and Attiat F. ott, Federal Puditet Policy (v.ashinnont The Brooklnes
Institution, 1963) • Chapter 3.

uIn terras of aggregate figures, the Congress makes
•mil rather than large changes in the Presidents figures,
A bona fide out in the President' a appropriation requests
of as much as 5 per cent, even by a hostile Congress, is
the exception rather than the rule. The normal pattern of
Congressional action Is for the House to make a substantial
cut in the budget total, for the Senate to restore a large
part of the cut, and for the conference to reach a compromise
that is not far from the President's requests, 1
Pudgot Kxocut^op
The execution phase of the budget cycle is thought of as beginning
the President signs the appropriation bill into lav. Although Congress
gives to the ?!avy authority to obligate the appropriated funds, the Bureau of the
Budget as the representative of the President restricts the arsount of obligations
that nay be incurred, usually on a quarterly basis. The Chief of the Bureau of
Ships mat submit an apportionment request to the Bureau of the Budget through
a chain of review similar to that which reviews budget requests, and like the
budget request the one for apportionment is subject to being reduced. The
actual submission of the apportionment request takes place in the latter part of
May so that if the authoriaatlon of the desired appropriation has not taken
place by June 3$, the Bureau of the Budget can quickly act upon the continuing
resolution that Congress generally passes Just before the fiscal year ends. The
continuing resolution allows programs already underway to be funded at the
previous rate but does not allow new programs to obligate funds. This early
action on apportionments perraite a smooth transition from one fiscal year to the
next, once Congress completes its action on the budget, the Bureau of the Budget
- -
-
. II III 1 - -I I"-
'Arthur Smithies, The Budgetary Process, fo the linked S^fos (fiew Xork;
McGraw-Hill Book Co,, 1955) p* 1**0.
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compensates for the new spending totals by adjusting the funds apportioned
throughout the reminder of the fiscal year. The apportionment process is used
ss en instrument of fiscal policy to control the rate of government spending as
a method of establishing reserves end effecting savings, and as a way to insure
the development of up-to-date financial plans reflecting the latest program
2
When the apportionment has been granted to the Bureau of Ships via the
Secretary of the Defense and the Secretary of the $avy, allotments are then
granted to the fleet conmanders uho In turn make sub-allotments to their type
commanders. Here the chain ends, end rather than being granted allotments, ship*
receive the authority to incur obligations for needed material by citing their
type commander's allotment subject to limits set according to the type of ship
Involved, The responsibilities of the various echelons in the chain of command
for pr>spm execution of the budget arc these:
Fleet Comfffnflffr - review and revision as necessary of the annual finan-
cial plan throughout the year as wall as improvement of the methods used for
preparln?: future plans,
Tyoe ftmmatoder - financial management of ships to include planning*
administration of funds, analysis of obligations and expenditures, cost account*
lne, and performance reporting,
-o.^rn-: ,-; -"-ircr - mat effective mi ememmmtmmt N if femrml ejs|
material within his command, v
Interview with P, Quinn, Comptroller Division of the Bureau of Ships,
l'nv*i It, 1V'..
2
Office of the Comptroller, Thf
Bfflftjff r Fame—a in the Havy. p, 6-3.
^0.3,, Department of the tlevy, Office of the Comptroller, Haw Comn-
Volume % ISAVEXOe M000-A, January, 1961, p, 1-6.

1Iffects of Recent
The real significance of the budgetary process in relation to thie
is its offoot upon the winter ance of the Operating Forces of the Nevy.
The expropriation Operation end Msintenenee. Navy has frequently fered rathor
poorJy at the various review levels undergone prior to the President1 e slgaing of
the bill (Figure 4). As stated in e recent BOSRXPS notice
i
The Oil budget requests ere susceptible to
across-the-board arbitrary reductions, particularly lr.
Supplies and Equipage tmd&9 due to the non-avcilobil ity
of adequate performance cost data in the detail required
by the Office of the Secretory of Defense and other budget
review levels.*
the heart of the problem is that the Savy currently does not have
detailed information relating to consumption of repair parts* eoneunables, end
equipage; actual inventory levels are not te&mi and the composition of allowance
list deficiencies that are Jsmmu to exist is not known an a line-item bests.
Estimates of inventory deficiencies therefore carry little wight with budget
examiners beoauee they are only esUaates and they give no indieation of *bat
items are deficient aor how critical the shortages are.-' Sens idea of the taagni-
tade of the problon is fcidicsted by invontesy deficiency estimates for 1963 of
$25 million and %2Z aillion in the Atlantic and iaciiio Fleets* respectively*
One of the quantifiable effects of recent Supplies end Equipage finding
U*5*» Dspartsant of the ttevp* Bureau of Ships* BU3HIFS Metier 7303 of
J
c'-eyober, \%^ p. 2.
AUouefiee list ibens are those iteaia which dhUw are required to stock
In prescribed quantities;*
^Interview with R, , .ohall* Bureau of Ships*
1
"Point Paper on Fleet Material Problems* (Doreau of Supplies and
Accounts, 19^0


























62 $122.3 $108.7 $ 94.0 $100.0 82
63 133.7 113.2 118.2 110.1 82
•64 159.3 142.8 140.3 125.7 79
65 161.8 147.4 127.3 130.5* 81
66** 187.3 163.8 163.8 150.4* 80
67** 228.1 176.7 181.8
* Includes adjustments for Southeast Asia operations.
** Data added to original document by owner.
"Point Paper Regarding Fleet Supplies and Equipage Funding" (Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts, March, 1964). (Mimeographed.)

levels 1* the raw*** of eniiipeient breakdown* for which repair U delayed by the
non-availability of repair parte. Breakdowne to equi*w«it which iapeir a ship's
operational capability are reported wider the Casualty Reporting S&rstOB (CASREP).
An unpublished paper prepared far *** Bereea of Seppliee and Accounts indieatee
fairer recent trends of GASWet
Freeent interest in the level of Supplies and
Bquipage fondinf* stoma from Fleet statements that the
increase in CASRKPs is significantly attributable to
inadequacy of Supplies and Scuipaee funding in recent
years* GA33BPs have increased from 2,66/ in 1959 to
73 in 19^ ~>r calendar years *62 and »63 supply
iteas were contributors in 90 of the GASR&P eases, and
allowance list item© in 23 of the cases.
1
A eenprehenaive soenery of problems associated with the availability
of Sullies end Equipage none? was one of the outcomes of © conference held in
19#*„ The following findings were reported t
1 « There are najor shortages of repair parts on board shipe. Although
directives fron the Secretary of Defense and the Chief of Naval Operations
require having allowed materials on board, ftaids are not available to eacxply
with these directives*
2* Fleet allowance deficiencies grow lAr?*er each year.
3* Fleet funding requiresisnte are being reduced by the JIavy prior to
higher review*
^# CASREPe are increasing* About 90 > are due to mrts not on board
and not on allowance, or not on board but on allowance,"'
«———»—m»h i imm—<w«>^iii i i . iiw ii in m « m i. r um i K i n nw—»«——»——————— .mmtmimmmmmmmmtim^mmmm
"Point Paper Hsfiarding Fleet 3uppll»ft and Equipage Funding! (Bureau
ef Supplies and Aeoounts, Hareh, 196k) • (Maeesrephed*)
2
«}v tts of 808] nmdir MVtWM of 19 August, IfH <KA*






addition to eisphaeiaing the noed for nore ftmda to correct the prob-
lam areas described above, the conferees listed five additional factors which
they fait would contribute to tha need for higher levels of ftevding in tha future.
Thaee ares
1 i ^ora con?lex a/atone are being installed In ships.
JYiee levels are generally iiicranalng.
3. '.orEthened ovarhaol eyelea at* ceasing dawanda for wore Suppllee
and Bouipage dollars trm rapeir ships in order to finauce their work.
hips of the Float, many of which ware bu32t during *orld War H,
continue to grew old.
. Seductions of aliened shipboard inventory levels which occur during
l
deploynanta acoaaolate due to Insufficient Supplies and Souipago funds*
Is apparent that there la recognition within the Hsvy of the basic
problem with • ftioh it is confronted—that of inadequate funding levels for
9epplies and Squinti-a. There i» alio racopiition of the sy&pteas that are gener-
ated in the neat from this atortooraii. . Ir^lly, it ia known what information
nuat be gathered to correct the problem. The question ia, "What ia betas done to
correct it?*
A new prograra called the Standard v.srj Hair; ienance and Hfeterial Menage*
aant Program ia currently belns phased into operation and ia expected to reveal
or the first tins the actual operating costs of various shipboard eystesos.
besides systee costs, the liaintenanee Data Collection portion of the progran will
jrovide planners with a brtter analysis of spending for repair nerts, eonsur*ablea,




reportlnR procedures have been Instituted that will assist in the preparation of
budcetc through fiscal year A revision to the interia reportinc proce-
dures bee been prepared that is expeeloc- to be effected in July, 9ff6t At this
tino the Bureau of Ships anticipates receiving data on obligations, eoneunption,
end allowance list deficiencies arranged into the categories of equipage*
coneuRables, and repair parts for each ship in the Kavy. fidget tffl«Wi in
the Bureau anticipate that thit ration will finally enable then to justify
2
their requests Tor
The Bevy's eowsarid structure is? onsen laed along two lines t one for
•db&ni©tn»tive centre! and the other BaY ejfev, Mtrol. within the Kavy
Department » taJMaejejeir eadjete wherein the various bureaus,
under the guidance of the Iff! i of the ??svy and the Chief of
Bevel ntterlAl, -jes. As part of
their predneer role, the \ illflye fee? tantgrl Aon, justi-
fication, mn progreejl contained in the Five-Tear 'ores
structure end PIMM ere under their wanecement control, Supplies
and Equipage budgets are m bureau based upon data
obtained fro* the fleet oowsanders -who I jjet infometion frosn their type
•ejMmders, Flat1 undergoing various wnriews, the budget request results in an
appropriation hat averages about *f the original estlaets of require*
rjents auteiltted by the fleet eosnanders, Th» e^a^aejr iation is arportioned to
MMRXPS or. a quarterly basis by the Bureau of the Budget via the Secretary of
I.
. ., Department oi the Navy, office of the Chief of Naval Operations,
interview wit . . -jhell, \treeu c
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Defense and the Secretnry of the fiavy. WWHIPS than grants nllotraants to the
fle#t commanders who grant aubrfOlotnsents to the typo corananders, When necessary,
individual ships requisition rasterlal and cite their type commander1 o allotment
for payraa?. .
Tha large cuts that take place in the Suppliea and Squlpace budget
before it la appetite*! aten prtnerlly from the difficulty involved trying to
Justify requests for fur. . 1M «avy does ^ve good inforaatlon regarding
the coneuRjption la* materials, the "teat inventory levels, or the
aignifleanee of these levels, with the Fleet unable to /ret sufficient funds,
allowance list deficiencies grow larger each year, and the nuafcer of equipment
breakdowns for which repair is delayed due to the nonavailability of spare parts
increase*. 'Assures have been taken to ret better budget justification data,
and it is an ticlooted that Isgjroved reporting requirements will further assist
budget officers to support their requests for Supplies and Equipage funds.

CHAPTER IT
mxrwmm rmros, mctlitos, a*d stratoibs
ioo ths revy's organisation end Its funding procedures as they apply
to the topic area of fleet nsir W have been discussed, it in now appropri-
ate to lo: Hities M hi available to ths individual Coaaanding
Cffieer as he seeks to ^rre his responsibility for naintainin/: his cooraand
in a stats of taajrlssuis effectiveness Tor war service. The discussion will point
out ths facilities, funds, and strategies used by eorasaanders to reach and reta&in
at ths desired stats of readiness.
The basic xiaintonanco resource available to a eeswandte offleer eotw
sists of the TMiroonrjel attached to ths ship. The ship's force, as ths crew is
referred to, is the first to handle any woble*as that arise, Coroaanding officers
usually like to establish a record of self-sufficiency and will not go outside
the eotfiaand for repair work if ship 1 ? force pereennel can possibly accomplish the
task. This nolicy in s recniirenent set by higher levels as well, "Self*
neintenanee shall be developed thr ptanSn on the pert of individual
ships, aw! critical study by the responsible eeenandere, to the m& that the tins
raouired for overhaul as well as the exnense thereof shall be reduced to a
1
herwiee footnoted, the material presented in this chapter is






ftetarally, the shi?, s fores alas inherits the housekeeping tasks of
©leaning and preservation.
is decided that a repair \M beyond the capability of tha
erew, the first alternative considered is a repair ship. --Jobs *r* assigned to
repair ships for one or both of two passible rsasorr: (f) insufficient technical
knowledge or skill on the part of the requesting ship's personnel, or (2) non-
availability of sqaipasnt required for t&a Job on the requesting ship. Coneistim;
essentially of a floating group of shops—*jetal shops, wood shops, optical shops,
boiler shops, ete,*-repair shij>a are capable of takiiig on a f,rest many types of
repair work* Xhey raay respond to work requests by accepting the entire Job.
aeeepting only part of it, providing technical assistance to tnaabere of the
requesting ship# s personnel, or loaning the specialised tools required to perform
the tasks* lips awe scheduled for availabilities four or five tisee per year,
daring which tins the ship is assigned to a repair ship for a two or three week
period* At these tiraee all Jobs beyxsod the eapability of the shlp , « force are to
be completed if possible* Besides doing work for ships with availabilities,
repair ships will usually accept Jobs on equipiaent that can be left with then and
final source of aaintenanos assistance is the shipyard, both naval
and private, A Jobi that is beyond the capability of a repair ship way be held
for aecoc^lishtasnt daring the ship's next regularly scheduled overhaul or, if it
has a serious enough effeet on readiness, a shipyard will be assigned to aceon-
plish the task as soon as possible. hips are granted ahipyard overhauls
syptoartnately every two or three years, depending upon the x^po of ship and the
1
. * . - ,

availability of fond** Overhaul aehadulee are •&*{**•& by the type
and reviewed V the fleet eew* IM beta? sobnlUed to MM Chief of ::arrl
the available faclllt&ee far maintesiaaee and upkeep, it mat not be
feifcotten UN ^ used ty the Ceefter. rfioer la that of hia
•SkS- * reatmel. « *b*P clean, raat free, and In good working
r it ft er devoted to operations,
I one I
T task* per-
A ehlpv e primary source of maintenance funda ie the type eosaander,
vfto provides aoney to be uaad for purchasing parte $n& oon*w»able supplies. In
the Atlantic Fleet* a Amphibious Faroe (also known aa ft!XBUi\T), each type of
tfiip le given an Annual Planning Figure (AIT), an estimate of the funds that
ebould be required by a Ship of that type to purchase repair parte end eoneuaeble
items throughout a fiscal year, Tb» AFF aethod vent tots effbet July 1, tffe,
and the auras granted to the various types of ships represent the average figure
used for all ships of the sen* type over the preceding three fiscal years. The
fonde available to purchase equipage needed to fill individual ship deficiencies
depend in oart upon how aoeh APf money la spent. A malar advantage of this
system |i tb«t mt annual sum can be riven to eojSBanding offlcera for planning and
use over the entire fiscal year, *•• a aysterc *&ereby quarterly teding
limits vera granted to individual jhipa vfalch ecu!.; only be exceeded upon p**-





allow it to spend soma of its funds fron the next quarter.
Although w»et repair parte are paid *<** *V the ship's APF, there are a
of t*irts fended by the Appropriation Perehaeee Account tfiiah aro "free
» to a ship. These APA partB aro high coot and/or low usage rat© iteao and
freejnentay carry price taga that could severely strain a ship's budget. A second
source of "free" repair parts la available during the supply overhaul is&teh
aeoospanlee each regular shipyard overhaul. At the beginning of the yard poried,
all supply storerooms are ecrotied, their contents inventoried and checked against
allowance liata, and deficient itetss placed on order. The type ooraaander pays
for this mterial and will often establish an upper licAt on the funds he will
provide, bat one of the objectives of the supply overhaul is to have each ship
eoBrileto its yard period with a full stock of the items on its aUouance lists,
$»tevtel used in connection with work done by repair chips la not
generally charged to the ship for which the work was done, and this procedure la
a very taportant source of maintenance funds for a eoaaanding officer. However,
repair ships will sooetines pass aaterial coats m to their cuetooere, depending
upon ho*? ti£ht thoir own financial situation is, Tbey# too. receive Supplies
and Equipage funds which thoy use to finance repairs to other vessels.
The final source of nointenanee funds is available to ships through
shipyard overhauls, which are also funded by the Operation and Maintenance, Havy
appropriation, the type cotsBsnder decides how reach of the allocated overhaul
will be scent for each ship in overhaul, and those jobs that can be funded
btv approver
«
From the sources of naintenance fends available to a eoraandinc offloor.
1
1nterview with SMI fU F« Sleinfeldt, \m9 Force Supply Section,
mmmXBim staff, rareh 29, \% >

attention la shifted to the common strategies employed to utilize available
Maintenance resources. The use of ship's force oersonnel has already been
described, leaving atrateniae associated with repair ship availabilities and
shipyard overhauls still to be examined.
trateglea
Although it is a natter of pride for the crew to accomplish repairs
whenever possible, department heada and commanding officers are not above trying
to get repair ships to approve Jobs mainly for the sake of saving money, partic-
ularly where large material expenses are anticipated, while they cannot get Jobs
spnroved that are obvious attempts to get free goods, those jobs whleh entail
work that can be done easier or better by repair ship personnel than by ship's
force are often submitted for approval. However, all work requests must be
approved by the division and squadron commanders and a representative of the type
commander before a repair ship will, consider them. Since the repair ship Com-
sanding Officer also has veto power over work requests. It is not easy to get a
Job approved without sound Justification.
The financial limitations that accompany a shipyard overhaul are usually
sufficient to insure that only vali^ jobs are submitted for approval, although
the tame screening procedure previously described applies to work requests sub-
mitted for shipyard completion. Since personnel concerned realise that it will
probably be more than two years before the ship in question returns for another
overhaul, there is considerable effort expended to make certain that available
money is employed as effectively as possible. All work requests are carefully
screened to eliminate those r>arts which can be accomplished by ship's force*
Priority lists are then prepared, and representatives from the ship, the type
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% and the shipyard oset to select those jobs for accomplishment thet
will result in the shin receiving a good overhaul. Aa the period In the ship-
yard peases* any saving© that accrue are used to finance additional work* eo it
is to the advantage of the ship1 * personnel to assist the yard workers in order
to reduce costs*
The final area where stretesr way be eraployed by a commanding: officer
concerns his on-board inventory of material. One of the major problems the
Fleet has had for the past few years is not having sufficient funds at the ship-
board level to re-stock supplies and repair parts as they are consumed. If he
so chooses as a scheduled overhaul draws near, the Commanding Officer may instruct
his Supply Officer not to re-order material issued from the storerooms and henoe
increase the amount of the obligations that will be met by the type commander
during the supply overhaul. However* this procedure has elements of risk in that
overhaul dates are anything but firm, and the ship may have to continue operating
longer than was expected with inadequate stocks of supplies aboard.
Commanding officers have three facilities available to them for the
maintenance of their ships. The one most often used is the ship's own resources
of personnel and installed equipment. Outside help is available from repair
ships and shipyards, Kaintenanee funds are in the form of the ship's portion of
the type commander's allotment* repair ship funds* overhaul money* and the two
categories of "free" spare oorts—APA parts and those purchased during the supply
overhaul. *hile there are methods for shifting the purchase of material to repair
•Ulghli- SAB Funding Conference of 19 August, If ,
(NAS North Island)," (Bureau o* lies and Accounts* Aunisi, 1?6*0.

ships, shipyards, and the type coemender, they are difficult to successfully





The budgetary battles conducted in hashington to obtain Supplies and
Equipage fund* are far removed from the dally tasks of the officers who aan the
shipa of the Fleet. To most of these men, the financial horizon rarely extends
beyond the location of their type commander, upon whom they rely for funds,
Financial management as seen by these officers will be examined in this chapter.
Since the current funding system, designated P03TAE, has been in effect for only
a feu months, the old OPTAR method will be explained in order to illustrate the
previous system employed by the officers. This explanation will be followed ty *
description of PG3TAR procedures aimed at clarifying the questionnsIre responses
analysed In the next chapter.
983MUBm&m
Prior to July of 1965* each ship in the Amphibious Force was given an
Operating Target of funds at the beginning of each quarter of the fiscal year
that would be available for use during that quarter. This account was a fraction
of the Type Commander's allotment against which the ship was to charge the costs
of obligations incurred for the purchase of repair parts, consumables, and
equipage. Shi|>e were not permitted to exceed their quarterly OPTARj although if
The f'avy*s acronym. fisV the Cesnander, fuahlMsus rorec, u. S. Atlantic
Fleet is COMPHIBlAtir. It will be used on occasion throughout this study.
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costly material purchases or other unusual expenses caused the ship to run short
of money, the Commanding Officer could request an augmentation of additional
funds to cover the required obligations. Mother approach was to request an
advance of funda from the expected CPTAR for the next quarter. Each ship was
required to obligate 50' of its QVtAR in the first month of the quarter, t&
durlnr the second month, and 2j' during the final month. onthly reTOrts were
submitted to 0>KFflTBUKT summarising obligations and expenditures, and aboard
ehip the supply officer was required to submit a monthly budget report to the
Commanding Officer. Although neither content nor format of this report was spec-
ified by COKFHIBLAKT. it was presumably geared toward the use of departmental
budgets.
2
The quarterly OPTAR system was quite rigid and provided little latitude
for the Commanding Officer to respond to the vagaries of the operating schedule
and the accompanying patterns of repair parte and eonnumable supplies usage.
fqSTAR procedures
A new method of granting QPTAR funds was instituted in the Amphibious
Force on July 1, 1965. and at that time shipboard budgeting became a requirement
for all but the smallest ships* The primary purpose of this change was to provide
the Force tilth a more manageable system, one responsive to changing conditions.
with the enactment of the POSTAR system, the ground rules were changed
., department of the ^avy, fftfflffiffiijn; iM^P^m IWh^* *3 *>*««•
19o*» cited by M, B» J^ovell, "Financial Management Practices of Atlantic Fleet
Commanders" (unpublished Master's dissertation. School of Government . Business,
and International Affairs. The George Washington University. 1'Xo), p. M,
Ti« B, Lovell. "Financial Management Practices • . . ," p. *K>.




Ships ere now assigned Animal Planning Figuree according to ehip
type, Which serve as ceilings on spendir Igure 5). Ship* are not required
to nurchaee their own eoulpege with P05TAK ftads. Thle category of netarial to
acquired as a result of tho setomlseion of on annual report by eaeh ship Hating
required new items of equipage to be purchased by CQHFRIBLAOT according to the
availability of funds. The funds available for equipage are related to the total
amount of money apent for other material by all ships in the Force. In addition
to the purchase of repair parte and consumables, ahipa oust support the following
with their POSTAR funds i embarked staffs (of officers occupying poaitiona in
the administrative chain of cogjraand), erfcarfced boats and landing craft, boat
repair parts allowance lists, routine repairs to ship9 e vehicles, charter and
hire expendIturea not covered by District/Area allotments, and host-tenant
agreements Kith the Kaval Amphibious Base at Little Creek, Virginia,
Bach ship la expected by the Type Commander to formulate a budget or
financial plan for the year and then purchase materials aa they are needed* A
quarterly division of funds is recommended by CGMPHIBLAKT hut is not required.
Vfelle the quarterly figure may be exceeded, ships are cautioned that the budget
for the following quarter should be correspondingly reduced. The Annual Planning
Figure is not a blank check, nor is it an amount which mat be spent during the
year. It a ooawanding officer believes he is justified in requesting mare money,
he may request an augmentation of funds, stating in his request why the funds are
Ships are required to submit monthly reports summarizing obligations
and expenditures for repair parts and consumables, and from these reports stem
'tterlal used in this discussion of the P05TAR system has been taken




AMPHIBIOUS FORCE ANNUAL PUNNING FIGURES21
Ship Type Annual Planning Figure
AGO (Amphibious Command Ship) $152,000
AKA (Attack Cargo Ship) 85,000
APA (Attack Transport Ship) 130,000
APD (High Speed Transport) 45,000
LPD (Amphibious Transport Dock)' 85,000
LPH 3, 7, 9 (Amphibious Assault Ship) 180,000
LPH 4 (Amphibious Assault Ship) 325,000
LSD (Landing Ship Dock) 80,000
LST (5^2 class) (Landing Ship Tank) 32,000
LST (1156 and 1173 classes) (Landing Ship Tank) 60,000
Example of how Annual Planning Figure was derived:
Type Ship
APD (High Speed Transport)
Average funds granted each of three prior
fiscal years: $50,000
Less 10$ equipage replacement by CPL - 5, 000
Annual Planning Figure ^5|000
Available per quarter: 11,250
Available per month: 3.750
a




the fewo prlaary control feature* of the ayeta* at the Force level. ~irst,
monthly listings are distributed throughout the Force showing eaoh ship's plan.
Bins figure, obligations for the report nonth, ounulstive obligations, cumulative
expenditures, and any pertinent rewarfce eeseemlnc obligation ratea that the Type
fOMiiiltr nay want to add, Saeh oowaendlns officer car. then get an idea of how
the financial management of hie ship compares with that of similar ships. Accord-
ing to COHPRlWJUfT'a POSTAL Instruction, *the CkJwswidias Officer of each ship/unit
Should be vitalV concerned with how his ship/unit stande relative It others of
their type,*
1
The second control feature is lass subtle, Those ships or unite
ana violate the spirit of this program will be reverted to quarterly QPTARe and
receive only the difforenoa between what had been spent to date and their Annual
p
Plarminf ttfWJO, In addition aagasntations and advanoea will not be granted,"
To generate additional funds for the Force and to etinulate the turtvln
of unnecessary creditable siatarial, Jfcipe are encouraged to return sueh items to
ashore &v*r>ly faeUitiee and not® th© dollar value m their monthly budget report
to GOMfra&AOT, The credit generated by auch tum-ina nay he added to the Annual
Plunnir^ Figure of the ship concerned at the diacretlon of the Type CeasMBder.
Shipboard financial planning is discussed In general teraa in the POSTAR
Instructions, and I rraet deal of discretion is granted to each Coseaaadinf:
officer, ?hc reeoawendad procedure is for the Supply Officer to surest to hln
a hreeJesown ef the Annual Fl; Flfse* for th# categories of repair parte,
eonsunffbies, and contingency tts :\ nee the diviaien ansa* eatecoriea hae been
deterained, a raeetiw including all departaent heads to examine their oonauaable
requlreessnte exuA allocate the ccnssesable funds saeng dapertasnte ehould be held.
1






Seen Friday the Supply officer iired to subsdt to the Cownanding Officer &
status report of the snipes budget and the departmental budgets. A saapla of
thie report Is shown to rj©wo 6. Departmental budgeting 1* required
OBWHItOtfr on all ships with an attached Supply Corps officer and "is optional
but highly i iririmiiaixln1" on ships without such an officer* Through the uee of
departaentcl budgets the Typo Cocaoander hopee to promote eoet-coneciousness.
One of the prlnarjr advantages of i is the flexibility it provides
a oottsanding officer by swpplyine funds for use throughout the year* Geoaase an
extraordinarily high obligation rate is usually experienced prior to a deploy-
went and a low rate occurs upon retuminc to the United States, the PQ8TAR system
provides a better opportunity for snipe to adjust to their operation schedules.
Furthermore, it telses a step toward uniting the responsibility for spending funds
and being accountable for then at the departesent head level,
The POSTAR system of daily Maintenance fund ieMf*ssnt provides the
Osmandlnr Officer with an Annual Plannlne Figure which he is to use to fund his
repair parts and consumables rcrulreraents for the; entire fiscal year, with such
foaling no longer on s rl ^rterSy basis, he Mb considerably greater flex-
ibility with whieh to accomodate unusual periods of obligations* Ke is free to
buy materiel as it Is needed rather than to delay purchases until the next
quarter, as was often the ease previously. The system dees net, however, provide
hia with unlimited funds, and he la expected to compare his oblS&atione with
those of his counterparts. Failure to ademistely provide for funds throughout
the year can result in bis shin being returned to a quarterly OPTAR basis
\ .-.,:.. t . ! M«
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Departmental Budget for Period to
8 July, 1965
ANNUAL PLANNING FIGURE $100,000
1. Departmental Budget: (consumables only)
DEPARTMENT BUD AMP BALANCE USED THIS PERIOD BALANCE
DECK $25,000 $25,000 $ 800 $24,200
ENGINEERING 15,000 15,000 600 14,400
OPERATIONS 10,000 10,000 200 9,800
SUPPLY 10,000 10,000 300 9.700
TOTAL $60,000 $60,000 $1 ,900b $58,1 00*
2. Ship's Budget:
CATEGORY BUD AMT BALANCE USED THIS YEAR BALANCE
Repair Parts $ 30,000 $ 30,000 $ 350 $29,650














Ibid ., Appendix 1 to Enclosure (8), p. C-1
.
Not normally the same. Issues from stock are included in Section 1
and only stock reorders in Section 2.

utilising hi" remainlnj: Annual Planning Flew* balance. Departmental budgeting
la required for moat ehlps, but eoneidereble freedom la grantor' to the Commanding




Previous chapters have presented the framework within vhich the
Connanding officer of a ship operates in his efforts to keep hie ship eorabet-
reedy. Following an examination of naval organization, budgeting, and maintenance;
procedures, attention is now directed to management of POSTAL fends at the
shipboard level.
In order to determine financial management practices employed in the
Amphibious I"area of the Atlantic Fleet, two questionnaires were prepared and
distributed to each ship in the Force. One, addressed to the Comsfianding Officer,
dealt with budgetary matters pertaining to the chip as a uhole and to departmental
budgets* The other form was intended for department heads and concerned only
departmental matters* A questionnaire was included for each of the four principal
department heads on a typical ship. Both formats employed a preponderance of
open«ended inquiries designed to cast lifht on tm principal areas: (1) how is
budgeting performed on board ship, and (2) «hat is the opinion held by members of
the operating forces of the POSTAR system?
The first of these questions was further subdivided into four parts:
1« Beaouree allocation. How have ship*s budgets been allocated by
categories (repair parts, consumables, and contingency fund) and by department?
2




during preparation of the budget?
3« &soeution. How has the rate of obligation been planned and
controlled? As a corollary to this question, an inquiry was made regarding waste
prevention,
*• $&&&&• Wh*t bft* b*iiri th0 *****»*«<# of budget review?
The opinion of officers regarding the POSTAE system was solicited by
inquiring whether it enabled them to better menage their financial resources than
the Quarterly GFTAR system previously used and by requesting respondents to list
the two factors which were the greatest obstacles to more effective management of
POSTAK funds* Copies of both questionnaires have been Included as Appendices
B and G,
A total of 205 questionnaires was nailed to the 57 ships in the Amphib-
ious Force. iPrior to the cut-off date required in order to prepare this report,
replies were received from 1? ships* Of the Commanding Officers queried, 30;'
responded* t/hereas 25 of the department heads returned their forms. The response
by ship-type was quite broad with the only types not represented in the tabulation
being the High Speed Transport (APD) and the Attack Cargo Ship (AKA). The Annual
Planning Figure of the reporting ships ranged from $32,000 to $325 #000,
Examining first the shift's budget, an average budget alloted 36* of the
funds for repair parts, but the mode was close to **0'. Consumables averaged 50 >,
and a contingency fm& of 11/* was established. Commanding Offieers did not adhere
to the percentage breakdown used for illustrative purposes in C0KFKIKLAKT 9 8 POSTAR
Complete sets of questionnaires were subsequently received frots eleven
additional ships* Ho significant differences from earlier responses were apparent
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instruction* T*y far the isost popular criterion used as the basis for fund allo-
cation was usage data obtained frota past experience. Other faciore taken into
consideration vara the shirks anticipated oper&tlnf, schedule, personal experience,
and stock levels of consumables and repair parts. >tock levels appeared to play
a part in the decision if the ship had recently been through a yard overhaul and
had not received sufficient funds to etaerge with a full inventory.
?*o»t ships had in effect a planned rate of obligation for their Annual
Planning Figure. Basically, the AFT wae aub*divided into Quarters with either
the siae of each quarterly allowance reflecting the ship«s expected operating and
deployment schedule, or the obligation rate within equal quarterly allowances was
adjusted to the anticipated operations. The next noet popular qothod of dividing
the APF was by month. Deployments in which the ship operates away from the
United states for several isonths with embarked Marines ware the raest significant
factor governing obligation rates. Si order to adhere to the financial plan, the
aoBwiandinf officers relied heavily on the weekly budget report to provide than
with an u?>»towthe~ra4nute picture of the budget status. Contingency funds were
ueed on most ships for unexpected major expenses that would otherwise
dierupt the budget.
Periodic review of the budget has been conducted on almost all of the
ships reporting. A quarterly review and a weekly review were equally popular.
The two coRsnandin : officers who reported that they did not review their budget
cited as their reason the lad: of rtood usage data. Each of thaw preferred to
adhere to his ori 'udgnettt until he had valid historical data with which to
conpere performance.
Turning area of the dapartaantal division of the APF, repair
parts *?ere not Included in the department budgets with the exception of two

reporting ships, COMPHIFLANT did not require that repair parts be so excluded,
but hie recommendation has been generally followed. Uhen it earns to dividing the
consumables nortion of the ship's budget among the four rcsjor departments, a
great deal of variance itas shown between actual allocations and the eaaple budget
iUuetrated in the A instruction. The average breakdown by departments was
as follows* Deck— , nglneerii) — , peretions-~lo , and Supply—-V . Of
these averages, only that of the Operation® department was close to being the
node aa well,
a moat frequently cited baste for fund allocation to the departments
was usage data* It was followed by planned work schedules and personal experi-
ence. Hi Indication hit been node on any of the questionnaires as to the
precision of available usage data, but since previous accounting procedures did
not provide eoeeif1c consumption date, the accuracy was probably a function of
the tine snent examijiinr old requisition records.
In order to appreciate the reasons for the wide differences among the
•Mounts of funds made available to the various denartaents, the differing respon-
sibilities of the department heeds should be noted. The Deck Department of a
Ship is charged with maintaining a major portion of the ehip^s exterior and the
twill boats embarked (except for their engines) as well as conducting all evolu-
tions involving deck eeeeanshl '*ee duties necessitate spending large amounts
of money for paint, cleaning material, and rope* Often the Deck Department
purchases the ship's cleaning supplies and issues then to the other departments
as needed. The Chief Engineer mm* his funds to maintain the engine rooms and
fire rooms and to buy lubricants for all the motors on board. In addition, his
Repair division does <mtk for all departments, and the staterial consumed perform-
ing such jobs is purchased fro?* the Engineering Department budget. The Supply
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Department usually' has a large number of interior spaces to maintain includlm*
the erew's messing are* end the berthing and messing areas used by the officers.
All of these living areas must neat high standards of cleanliness tmd repair thus
requiring larger expenditures than met interior spaces. Finally, the relatively
small percentage of funds received by the Operations Department stasis from the
fact that it often has fewer spaces assigned than other departments and most of
them are inside the ship, a condition which makes them much easier to maintain
than exterior ones. However, since most of a ship's electronic equipment is the
responsibility of Operations, this department is usually marker one in terms of
repair parte expenditures.
Survey results Indicated that Commanding Officers gave their subordi-
nates much freedom regarding departmental practices. Some form of departmental
obligation rate was required by a ratio of two to one, whereas eommendlng officers
were three to one in favor of an obligation rate for their ship's budget. Rare
again, the prescribed rate was based on a quarterly schedule with the operation
schedule taken into consideration, and the weekly budget report has been the most
commonly used instrument for comparing performance with plan.
Cocmanflinfi Officer jfra^tfon* of FOSTAK
Turning now to the evaluation of the PGSTAR system, responses were
heavily favorable by a ratio of nearly five to one. Almost to a man, commanding
officers appreciated the flexibility they have to plan their spending for the
year, especially concerning deployments. Ships have not needed to request aug-
mentations or OFTAR advances in order to accumulate consumables and fill inventory
deficiencies prior to going overseas as was frequently the case under the old
system. Other reasons mentioned for the superiority of PQSTAH varied widely, but

one Interesting remark was that It presented Junior officers with a stimulating
challenge and allowed competition between then to tee who would turn in the beet
management performance. On the dissenting side, two officers mentioned not being
able to request an au&eentation if their funds rmi low, and a third indicated
that departments should be required to budget for their repair parts ae well as
aonaumablea.
Cowsmding officere were ©eked to list the two factors which they
believed to be the greateet obstacles to more effective management of POSTAR
funds. In this part of the questionnaire, there were almost as many different
ideas as there were respondents, However, grouping the replies by broad eate-
foriae revealed nine complaints against the Savy f s supply system as opposed to
four for the category in second place*
o single most frequently mentioned obstacle was the slow delivery
ties encountered when ordering' material with a routine priority. One officer
laentioned frequently waiting nine months for an order to be received. Besides
tying up funds for long periods of tine, long leadVtimea frequently caused ante.
rial to be reordered as the need for it increased, and when it could no longer be
done without, the chips resorted to emergency means, i.e. getting the order
filled fay another ship (either through a trade or by promising to reimburse the
chic at a later date) or purchasing the material from civilian outlets. As often
has been the case in these situations, the previously ordered quantities arrived
and the ship became over-stocked.
Fcur other supply system difficulties were mentioned by respondents.
The first was that allowance lists of repair parts to be carried in support of
individual equipments did not adequately support the intended equipment. This
amy **en that not enough different parts were stocked, or thst they had not been
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stocked In sufficient quantity, or both. Another complaint expressed use thst
supply centers were too frequently out of stock of commonly used material. When
this happened, requisitions were usur-lly held and filled When re-etoeking oeeered,
but in sons instances the requisition was returned to the ship and cancelled.
Then the obligated funds were returned to the Type Commander's allotment. The
Type Cocwander's usual practice uas not to reimburse the ship with the frequent
result being that the ship was left without the goods and without the money.
This practice was also fiantioned as one of the hindrances to bettor financial
Finally, out-dated catalogue prices wore also viewed as a problem,
an item was received, it was not uncocaon to discover that the ship was
charged fifty or a hundred percent nore for it than the ship 1 a catalogue price.
A ship's changing operating schedule was listed as a major problem.
Officers knew when they were to make scheduled deployments several cjonths in
advance, but a detailed breakdown of the quarterly schedule was not promulgated
until the quarter was about to begin. This has naturally handicapped long-range
planning efforts, and the fact that the schedule was frequently changed during a
quarter further complicated Matters. For example, during the author's last
deployment to the Seventh Fleet, his ship received a schedule change approxi-
mately each week during the five month cruise. Although a ship's schedule is far
are stable than this when the ship is operating in the vicinity of the United
States, the example does point out the problem faced by eomanding officers and
their department heads as they attempt to prepare and carry out a budget.
The inclusion of repair parts in the ship's budget was rjentioned by
three officers as a asa.'or handicap. The difficulty, of course, was uncertainty.
One never knew when a piece of equipment would fall and require repair parts to
operational again, a couple of actual problems could be mentioned to
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illustrate the problem. One ship spent $3*000 In one north for repairs to it©
gunfire control system. The amount budgeted for ell repair parte for the year
nee $23,800, The following statement was taken from the reply of the commanding
officer of a ship vith an Annual Planning Figure of $85#000*
• . in one week, parte for the (air search) radar
alone cost about £10,000. Safety devices for one cargo
elevator cost $150 each, and in leas than two years since
commissioning the usage rate Is about one every two raonfchc.
On another elevator certain units coat about $300 and
thus far three or four have had to be replaced. In two
days over $900 was spent for parts on the (gunfire control
system). It seems tie have a large variety of equipment
that has low reliability and is expensive in materials
and manpower to maintain,
Whan coupling the difficulties involved in budgeting for these types of expendi-
tures trith the lack of knowledge of planning and budgeting mentioned by some
commending officers, it is possible to better appreciate the difficulty which
they encounter in preparing their financial plans.
The last two POSTAa management difficulties mentioned frequently enough
to merit attention stemmed from poor historical usage data and the difficulty
involved trying to reduce waste caused by neglect and inexperience. The account*
lag system used prior to 1 July, 1'X>5t nade no provision for accumulating
expenditure or obligation totals by categories, i.e. consumables, repair parts,
and equipage, To do this required one to go through the ship's requisition log
and categorise requisitioned material before adding the total costs within each
grouping. Considering the total nunber of requisitions processed on even a
relatively small ship during a year, it was not surprising that very little was
known about the composition of past expenditures. However, financial data col-
lected for the preparation of weekly budget resorts should facilitate future
budget preparation, officers would be pleased if the problem of how to prevent
waste in the ?3avy were as readily solved.

Analysis of the departmont head questionnaires indicated a great deal
of similarity to the responses obtained from commending officers. Perhaps the
greatest variance was centered in the answers received to the question of
whether departmental budgets vers established only for eonequable items.
Although only two commanding officers indicated that departaental budgets were
for concumblea a^ repair parts* nineteen out of fifty-ttiree department heads
reported purchasing both types of items with their funds* Since in nest cases
it was possible to match the questionnaires of eomwandin^ officers and those of
their departittent heads, the variance Is possibly explained by the semantics
involved. The department heads say have thought of items that they bought which
they themselves did not think of as consumables and marked the questionnaire
In very few eases vers the departmental budgets sub-allocated to the
various divisions within the department. 'Awn this was done* the usual basis
for th* allocation was listed as "experience*" It was interesting to note that
la most oases there was no more than one department on a ship employing division
Host officers established a planned obligation rate with a quarterly
division of funds based on the operating schedule. In order to cosipar© perform-
anee with the budget, the weekly budget report was again listed as the favorite
tool, the methods used to restrain the obligation rate basically centered
around sent method of purchasing priorities* Thirteen respondents mentioned
that they only bought essential things until they were positive there would be
sufficient money for them to afford "nice to have" items* 3uch a strategy might
have been in the minds of many of the twenty-four other officers who relied upon

personal sereeninc of requisitions by themselves or a designated officer rer>re-
sentatf.ve to keep the 115 on spendir. -.
^aste emerged from the surrey as a large problem cm board
The woe* sr way to regulate usage vas either through the use of an
iMRte I Pi -nurchacc control syrten. The foreer typically called for
some type of issue request to be approved by an officer or petty officer before
the person aetatalnlnc custody of the inaterial would make an issue. Sons Issue
control systems used a rationing approach whereby a division was allotted, for
eoQBsple, two boms of scouring ponder per week end no ncre, A looser type of
control systere Mas aisied at keeping track of requisitions for vsrtoue itens.
When it appeared thai too much of a particular commodity tmo being bought, the
person approving requisitions singly required saore justification for a purchase.
The final method of waste control sre than one response was sinp&y to bar
departments from aeeusjulating inventories of consumables* rhips in which this
occurred placed all ltoga under issue control of the Supply Department.
Meat department heads, found it desirable to review their budgets
periodically en. sake revisions as neeeeaary, A quarterly review was pre*
ferred by nost with a weeSOy review pleefci* •eeoad. VJhether an actual review of
the fins; ^ducted weekly or whether this was sitiply a quick
eesjperison ad rated to date with the remaining balance is not slasm
Deoartisent Head Kraiwit1twa oi
When mwrted as to Whether they think the POSTAR system allows more
effective mutagaweut of financial resources then the opTAR system, the depart*
went heads did not say *$*»* in such resounding fashion as did their
eoanandine officers. Instead of the five to one ratio tmonr the contending

officers, the department heeds were in favor of POSTAR by a score of thirty-one
to fourteen. They did agree that the now ayaten' s primary advantage was lte
flexibility. ^urorlsinrly enouph, only four ot them mentioned the ability to lay
out lonff-ran^e purchasing plane ee a benefit* An Interesting oueation is whether
it atmnly d id not occur fee nave respondents to raention it.
Where reasons were Klven for the dissatisfaction with FQSTAH, there waa
such a diversity of opinion that only one response was mentioned mora then once,
and it was not actually a fault of the system. Four officers replied that they
were on ricid quarterly allotnents frow their cosmndine officer and that nothing
had changed frow the old days of . The accompanying lack of flexibility was
aantioned. (It should be pointed the Connendinf Officer who used the
system In this manner had an e^trenely junior set of department heads
under h!*j, and this was probably « factor affecting hi: mlioy. Of the
froup. none had wore than three years experience ae an officer, and two had leas
than elgfrt months ejf comn&ssioned service.)
Papertacnt heads considered the m,)or obstacles preventing better
manadamant under
'
as steering from the supply system. The sane five speci-
fic problems wentloned by commanding officers were listed, plus an additional
sue, This additional problem was the receipt of substitute material for that
which wee originally ordered, While such substitutes are supposed to be capable
of functioning in th© nlae® of the ragelrr item, users found that they did not
always do so. As § result, the decirer* t had to be re-ordered.
Two ©-' ' T asade specific comnents concerning the \®ng lead-time that they
euoounterod when ordoHar ms foods. One said that he has waited frow four
to six months for frl mi items such as paint and tools? the other
replied that he has an average o<" be* funds tied xsp> In outstanding

renui sitions at all tines. The author* e our experience was thr.t the four to eix
wonthe delay ~* was I! 13.?*©, especially for lmr oriority repair
parte. The arrival :oh itaws cm tha ar
'
ala nonth after orderlr..^ uas
cults unusir
Tha second ttnjor diffier" ; nanasenant of POPTAH funda onee
again was the frequency of or*** schedule chants that disrupt plana.
Closely associated «ith this "wac the difficulty mentioned of foreseeing needa.
He! only ie»e result ti stable operating schedules, they
were also caused tr sxample, a chance of command eerenony
elated to ta!o& olsce In the vicinity of a *lp, a berth can suddenly generate a
nee* ' ' -ssdt ahead of "U,
.t heat* ^sufficient funda*
i spec* r-saentr daployemrita In tha aeae
~sl year wis a heart \ms also raade that cutting coiraerc tc
save nontr in so^atkjas resulted In increased coats at a later
Finally, the eenaervati bless %*e listed aa one of nanagenant'a
difficultlet, rasa those at the bottom of the organisation of the
nmd to conserve r s nee cited five tiioea,
only additional cosaaent nasi* on the eaeetionnairee that has •
already been mentioned concerned the laethod of obtaining equipage under the
; Aft ayster.. 1 1 «s aentlened earlier, chips ere required to subait a list to
XJUST giving thad .^e needs end the rialstlve priorit; ->eda,
m return, be fills these shorts jes as fund's are available, the availability of
which ie * function ef the noway ape consumablea sna repair parts tsithSn
at the ecMpege funds had already been

depleted (as of 'ebruary) and thai ships had to order certain items of equipage
with their own raoney. Another supply officer commented that between the first
of July end the beginning of February, his shin had received tin out of 190
equipage items requested. These statements indicated that sons Modification to
the current Method of handling equipage purchases nay be necessary.
As a means of reviewing this chapter, s description of a "typical*
ship in the Amphibious Force follows. The Cotaasnding Officer of the ahip began
the budgetary process by risking a division of the Annual Planning Figure among
the categories repair parts, consumables, and contingency fund based upon sons
knowledge of past expenditures* The consumables portion of the budget was then
allocated by dspertHenis using previous usage data and expected work schedules as
guides. An obligation rate for the ship, typically by Quarters, was established
as well as for the departiasate, although this latter function night have been
left to the judgesent of the individual department heads. In order to remain on
the spending schedule, the weekly budget report was used to eonpare perfernanoe
with the plan. The budget has been revised when the need has occurred, but at
least quarterly. Control of waste centered around two methods: (1) personal
review of all requisitions by the heads of the departBisnts, and (2) some form of
issue control once the mterial was received on beard. Although the ship's
officers have generally been satisfied with the FGSTAft system and have had a high
degree of appreciation for the flexibility allowed them, they felt it would be
neve successful if certain deficiencies were eliminated from the supply system.
The nost important of these was the slew delivery tine of material ordered on
routine priority. These officers ales mentioned that operating schedules were
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not fint enough to facilitate careful ?Oanning and that consunption of repair
parts was too variable to predict and include in a budget.

Qupm i
information about budgeting has been assembled by theoreticians
and praetleioners* An attempt will bo «ade to integrate some of their ideas with
the r»robler*a and procedures encountered in the Fleet, In this charter budgets
aye discussed in terns of what they are, what they should do for a manager» and
what elements ought to cofsprise a sound budgetary aystaeu Following this, a plan
la presented which, it is hoped, will be of value aboard ship when used in con*
neetion with annual funding procedures.
Definitios of the word "budget* vary widely according to the individ-
ual who is usiri." the tern* but perhaps the rsoet accurately deaeriptlve one is
that a budget is a plan of operation stated in terms of figures. In other words
they describe future operations through the expected dollar outlays that ere
2
associated with the©. A budget should serve three major purposes. The first is
that of providing a constant look at the future. In this role a budget is anal-
to the headlights of an automobile in that it allows the operator to
and take timely action to avoid obstacles that lie ahead. Second, the
budget provides a basis for making proper management decisions. It helps the
, x
1






to know the effeeto of the costs involved upon his Available financial
resources end how these costs will affect other plans already formulated*
Finally* budgete provide a mechanism for helping to control and reduce costs.
Various features that should be present in a system of budgeting have
set forth in the literature on the subgect, some of which are not relevant
to a shipboard situation. However, it is felt that a plan of budgeting designed
for use aboard ship should perform the following functions t
1 « Allow the ship to cosply with policies prepared by higher author-
ity* primarily CQKFBXBLAIiT's POSTAR instructions in this ease*
2. Define objectives, i*e, maximising readiness within the constraint
of the fixed sua of money available for use*
3* Declare policies to be employed* including guidelines for the use
of contingency funds and assisting purchase and issue responsibility for certain
consumables to particular departments*
&. Provide for budget allocation based en careful research and study
of available information dealing with past costs and future expectations*
5« Swphasi»e maximum personal participation throughout the shipboard
chain of command to get people personally involved in both budget preparation
end execution.
6. Co-ordinate departmental planning efforts to reduce conflicts and
facilitate preparation of purchasing programs.
7* Assist in achieving better control of expenditures.
«——»—— il Iiiiilliiriminn urn n now*—mi iiiiiiiimiWiiwmi——»—M« mm ——»««—»—«»
this list of functions was compiled by the author from budget system
requirements set forth by J. Brooks iieckert, "the Objectives of Budgeting*"
HI (S&reh, 19^)* a. 3; and
.£.» Department of the &avy, H. ft. Renfcen, «% al. . "Planning, Programming,
Budgeting, and Appraising study, " stu^y 2 of Volume II of ^rtfr ff iflffiMIBIII* ?f
tttt PfPfflrtPW** of flic rw. KATOCf PJW6W, October, 1962, p. 5.
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8. Help prevent mete end thereby reduce costs.
9. Setebllfib procedures for periodic review of the budget.
10. Be responsive to the needs of the ship by being flexible*
A rgmmeilSmJhAmmSUBKm
The first phase of budget preparation under the proposed program on-
tails planning by division officers and their leading petty officers to nap out
long range maintenance projects and the material requirements involved* In
recognition of the changing nature of ship operntln^ schedulee, these plana
should not be precise* Instead, they should be fairly flexible. For example,
decisions should be reached about how many tines a space is to be painted and in
what quarters of the year the %sork will be accomplished. Quantities of material
involved and the coat should be computed for each major job with an aggregate
figure for each Quarter and the entire year compiled. Later, as jobs are shifted
between quarters, cancelled, or new ones added, knowledge of the financial con-
sequences will be readily available to the decision-maker. with the division
plana formulated, department heads can have a planning eeesion t&ch their
division officers to review, alter as necessary, and integrate the separate plans
into a program for the entire department for the year. Once the operating
schedule for a given quarter is known, work can be scheduled by the month or, if
desired, by weeks within the quarter. For the other quarters of the year, the
operating schedule will probably be too unreliable to make plana in greater
detail than by the month, and quite possibly a listing of jobs by quarter will be
the maximum degree of precision attainable. Costs of jobs that are expected to
involve reoair parts expenditures should be estimated to obtain an idea of future
parte expenditures. For example, if a semi-annual maintenance check of the

Ship's radar ordinarily involves spending about $100 for components, this should
be planned and the Information should then be used at the next step In the plan*
nine process, a meetinc of the Commanding Officer end the department heads.
At this conference the departmental plans are to be consolidated into
a ship's program* Departmental evolutions that will effect other departments
can be noted and work schedules adjusted as necessary. The Commanding Officer
should assess total requirements and alter progress if this is required in view
of the funds available. After being informed of his inventory status, ho can
then divide the Annual Planning Figure among consumables, repair parts, and con-
tingency fund and further allocate the consumables portion among the departments,
baaed upon their best estimates of their expected needs. The financial policies
the Commanding Officer desires to establish can be promulgated at this time.
Department heads should leave the conference knowing how much money they have
for the year ma& how much of it will be required to fund work that is already
programmed for accomplishment. As an example, the Gunnery Officer (in charge of
the Deck Department) should know how much white paint the engineers will require
to paint their fire rooms and engine rooms, and he will know approximately when
they will want this paint. He can therefore decide when and In what quantities
to purchase white paint in order to meet the expected demand. Purchasing pro-
can be drawn up for all items having such a predictable demand. Knowing
funds he will be required to spend will leave the department head with an
idea of about how much money will be available for discretionary purchases. Any
ehangee in plans can be evaluated and allowance made for their impact on the
department.
Tighter cost control can be achieved by assigning responsibility for
various commodities to designated departments. For instance, Deck might have
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control of paint and cleaning materials; Engineering, lubricants and rage,
department head can than integrate the needs for his commodities with the funds
he has available to spend for then and orepare standard quantities of issue. The
Repair Division, as an example, s&ght be allowed five cans of scouring powder
each week with which to clean its assigned spaces* One nan could be designated
frea that division to receive cleaning material each week upon presentation to
the man responsible for cleaning material of an issue request approved by the
leading boatswain's mate. Department heads should help to prevent waste by
observing how the materials they have paid for are used* In an effort to con*
serve their own funds they will be interested in insuring that such materials
are not wasted.
The weekly budget report can be used as the primary means of comparing
actual obligations with expected obligations. To improve future budgets, actual
expenditures for work accomplished should be compared with the planned expendi-
tures as soon as the data are available so that more accurate usage data will be
available for planning purposes.
tear the end of each month the schedule for the remainder of the
quarter should be revised as necessary in the light of what was actually accom-
plished during the month. Then ee each quarter draws to a close, performance
should be reviewed, detailed plans for the next quarter prepared, and the budget
for the remainder of the year revised if necessary.
The success of this system will be partially dependent upon the sup-
port it receives from all the ship's personnel. Everyone on board needs to be
made aware of the objectives tf the program, policies to be employed, the limited
avaHab51ity of funds, and how performance compares with the current plan. The
participation in the program that can be achieved, the greater are the

that individual motivation can be aliened toward the ship's objectives.
A budget is essentially a plan of action written in terms of dollars.
It can provide a manager with a dollar value for his planned course of action*
it osn give hire information to use in making better decisions, and it can help
to reduce costs. JJunerous requirements for budgetary systems have been listed
by various authors, -everal of these osn be applied to the situation that
exists on a naval vessel. As an aid to officers serving aboard ships which
receive their maintenance funds annually, the following suggested method of
budgeting is submitted:
1. Division officer* m& leading petty officers should prepare work
schedules: and the associated costs for the entire fiscal year.
2. Department heads next compile departmental schedules based on the
division plans. Work should be scheduled by quarters, except for the first
quarter which should be planned by the month. Anticipated expenditure program
should be prepared based on work schedules, the operating schedule, and the
deployment schedule,
3. Commanding Cffieers Should integrate departmental programs into a
ship's plan and allocate funds by material category. Tha consumables portion of
the funds should be divided among the departments. Sasic financial policies
should be outlined and overall responsibility for as many items as possible
assigned to individual departments.
b m Department heads should make final adjustments to their expenditure
programs m^ implement r>roeedu?e« for issue control of consumables.
-•-
i ri' i i i M i in i 1 1 - -ii i ii i i 'in —
Douglas ?*eOregor, Bis Human Side of finterorioe (TJew Xorki rcGrsw-
Hill *>ook 3o#l 1 % ,130,

. The remaining portion of the quarterly schedule should be revised
ss necessary each Month. At quarter 1 s end monthly schedules should be prepared
for the next quarter* A review of the budget should be held quarterly end
revisions made to the budget that may be desirable*





In t965 the Navy Introduced now reporting: proeedurec for the purpose
of supplying data that should enable n»re effective justiflestion of supplies
end Hquipage budget requests* These procedures are an interln measure designed
to bridge the $*j> of time that will transpire before the Standard levy Fainte-
nancs Program's data collection aysterc can provide the desired information to
help justify the 5 iscal Year 1 X? budget• The basic cause for this change was
that the previous lock of facts to Justify budget requests nade the operation
and Maintenance, tfavy appropriation request particularly susceptible to reduc-
tions during the review process. The flavy sinply has not been able to prove the
need for the funds requested and re&arrl .ppliss md Hqalpage haa not pre-
tented accurate operating cost figures or data illustrating the specific effects
of budget reductions. The reductions have oors at all levels of review-
Secretary of the Kavy, 3ecrc if Defense, Bureau of the nudge*, and Congress,
The effects upon the Fleet of this process have been: (1) to cause a real
scarcity of funds for day-to-day siaintennnce, (?) to reduce repair parts inven-
tories well helm? authorised levels, and (3) to contribute to a tremendous
increase in equip**? n-tine that is traceable to the non-availability of
repair p**.rt««
The Supplies an : age portion of the Savy^e budget provides the
funds used to buy censurable iteae, repair part3, end the Igf required by
6o

1the ships* The first two categories support th» d*ily maintenance carried out
by a ship's crew. The cornerstone of the maintenance facilities used to keep the
Fleet operatic t U the crews of the various shir-a. ether facilities available
to a eosnandinr officer include revelr ships and shipyards. Work done off the
ship generally does not comprise an out-of-pocket cost to the ship. Additional
aoureee of money for repair parts cows from the type eoamendera *ho fund allow-
anee list deficiencies at the tine of a ship 1 a regular shipyard overhaul and
from a separate appropriation vhieh pays for certain expensive parts Included in
the Appropriation Purchases Account category.
At the beginning of the 1966 fiscal year, the system concerned with tine
operating allowanoea granted to Aqphifcious Force ships was changed in order to
provide shioe with a flexible system more responsive to their needs. Budgeting
at the shipboard level le a mandatory part of the procedure, but the budgeting
methodology is left to the discretion of the commanding offleers. The key
element of the new system is that funds are now made available for the entire
fiscal year by co/PKIBUUiT rather than on a quarterly basis aa before. Most of
the officers responding to a survey indicated that P03TAR is an improvement over
the previous CPTA3 system and that its number one advantage is its flexibility.
It has greatly simplified preparation for deployments by eliminating the need for
requesting advances and augmentations to finance inventory buildups before
leaving for overseas areas.
Some difficulty has been experienced in getting used to the POSTAR
system because many of the officers using it have had little, if any, training
in the areas of financial planning and budgeting, Ship and departmental budgets
are primarily based upon past usage data which the previous accounting system
was not geared to provide. However, shipboard accounts are now accumulating data

in order to facilitate the preparation of a weekly budget report, and this
information should be of significant value §m pr*parii:> ruture budgets*
One of the problem areas of the OPTAR aystea that PGSTAR has not elim-
inated ie that of paying for repair narts with the ship's available funds. At
unexpected times there are often extremely costly repairs which taist be made and
paid for at the expense of other worldly projects*
During the phases of budget preparation and execution, allowing for the
unknown appears to be the area of greatest difficulty for officers. Hie Wavy's
supply system is also a cause of na^er concern because lone leadtiaes freeze
large suns of esoney in outstanding requisitions and cause reordering to occur.
Additionally, ships frequently lose 31 portion of their Annual Planning Figures
wher requisitions are canceller Vy themselves or by suprly centers, Funds which
are obligated for requisitions that are later esnoelled revert to the Type
Gnmonder, Although he my return then? to the ships involved, this is not
usually done.
If the forthcoming Standard Havy ;feintenance mud Material Management
Program is able to live up to the expectations currently held for it, the Bureau
of Ships nay be able to justify Supplies and Equipage requests that will enable
the Fleet to receive sore adequate funds. dine* 1962 the operating Forces of
the Havy have been subsisting with about GOi* of their eetinsted requireraents.
One departtscnt head susmed up the situation when he consented t
Regardless of what nana we attach to any systen
of nainteuan.ce of fundr, Ifcere is no real difference in
the overall outcome. The Jlavy has too little aoney to
properly saintain average ships. We can ea.ll it by any
name we please, and there have been aany, but a roes is
a rose is a rose*

It renaine to be seen uhat the interim procedures trill aooorcpliah between now
and the W? budfef , ' budgeting personnel ere hopeful that funding
level lwpwteinsnte can aeon be m* th inereeaed availablP ** fund a there
should be a decrease in shipboard inventory -ienalss, an increase in th©
sapport the supply system ia able to provida, and a resulting drop in the total
equipment &m caused by the non^avRilabllity of repair parte.
Questionnaire responses indicate that th© supply system is not doing
an adequate job its share of the t support required by the
Fleet. It simply takes too Ion?; to receive wany of the Herts used aboard ship,
even ones that era frequently ordered. Besides causing wsrk to halt until
material arrives, slow delivery can lead to large portions of o ship's money
being tied -*p in outstanding requisitions and hence not available for other
purposes. But aest important, equipment is forced to renain partially or fully
inoperative until needed parts or© received.
Mandatory budgeting on board ship has placed nany officers in the
unenviable position of having to perforw en operation that they have had little,
if any, training to perform. At the aasie tins the difficulty has been
by the fact that this budgeting wast be done in the face of reel
city of the principal resource involved~*money, Horn type of educational
aaterial should be disseminated which clearly outlines the objectives of budget*
ins, the benefits that it can provide the manager, end budgeting methodology.
Senerews replies to the questionnaire indicated either a fecllni of ecom or
contempt for budgeting or ©lee a sincere interest in trying to properly plan and
budget in the face of nee regarding hm to proceed. These feelinrs of
«ntA$oni*5 and inadequacy are two sysajtowe of a wanesement problem requiring
solution in the Amphibioi. idgets to be of maximum benefit to a

fmanager, he must understand how they car* b© of servlee, have confiJonc© in than,
and, in thie case, be able to prepare then. The way to achieve this understand-
ing nay be through education.
As a first effort In the education of chipboard personnel, there is
presented in Chapter V a discussion of budgeting purposes and s proposed budget
System for shipboard use. The system is based upon criteria for an effective
system which have been taken frae* budgeting literature, the author*© shipboard
experience, and the procedures currently in use aboard Amphibious Force ships.
It is essentially a method for analysing roouireaaents and intoeratins them across
departisental line* ian of action for the entire so , A.ng funds
on the basis of this plan, preparing work schedules and purchase programs, eon-
trolling the issuance Li suppliers, Sad providing for periodic
for chsaglng operating schedules and does not advocate working in greater
is of detail than is realistic, it is hoped that UaU system can nest the
performance tost of enabling aoao&ers to know their expected future dollar
raqulrercents and to have & batter understanding of the financial consequences of
their decisions. If it does this, the results should be translatable into
Increased operational readiness
ilnally, response to the Questionnaire indicated that receiving main-
tenance funds on an annual basis is much preferred to Uj* mere common quarterly
method. Annual funding; is far &are flexible, and it requires officers to become
men irod in pi.- -si f\& ibig is comaincd with a budgeting system
that is understock me* accepted by shipboard personnel, opportunities exist for
sore effective use I same time that the management capabilities of




NAVY GRADUATE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
WASHINGTON, D. C.
TO: Commanding Officers of the Amphibious Force, U. S. Atlantic Fleet
One of the most difficult problems facing a Commanding Officer and
his Department Heads is that of maintaining a ship in the desired high
state of material readiness while remaining within the bounds of the
funds assigned. Methods for accomplishing this objective vary greatly
from person to person.
The enclosed questionnaires are part of a study whose purpose is to
discover how Commanding Officers and Department Heads in the Amphibious
Force of the Atlantic Fleet manage the FOSTAR funds available to them.
There is no fully prescribed method of doing so, but it is hoped that with
the help that you and the Department Heads of your ship can give a way can
be found to ensure that the funds are spent as effectively as possible.
Your help and the assistance of your Department Heads in filling out
and returning the attached questionnaires would be deeply appreciated. You
may sign the questionnaire or not, depending upon your preference. In order
to be of maximum usefulness, your reply is desired as soon as possible.







COMMANDING OFFICER* S POSTAH MANAGEMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
I. Your rank • Years commissioned service
II. Size of ship's Annual Planning Figure
_
III. Ship's budget information





2. What factors govern your division of the APF among the various
categories?
3o Is there a planned APF obligation rate in effect on your ship on
a quarterly or some other basis? Yes No
a Q Is this plan based on a straight percentage division of the
annual amount, an expected schedule of operations and upkeep,
or some other factors?
4„ What methods do you employ in order to remain within the planned
obligation rate?




a. How often is this done?

IVo Departmental budget information.






2o Are the department budgets established only for consumable items?
Yes m No o
3» What factors govern your division of funds between the departments?




a, Is this plan based on a straight percentage division of the
annual amount, an expected schedule of operations and upkeep,
or some other factors?
5* What methods do you employ in order to remain within the planned
obligation rate?
V Does the POSTAR system enable you to more effectively manage the
financial resources available than the old quarterly OFPAR system?
Lease give reasons for your ansiser)
tttt ~-r, m Pi ;-,}'- MO v-» 4ttmla*4m
midditional con
return this bo:











DEPARTMENT HEAD'S POSTAR MANAGEMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
I. Your rank . Years commissioned service
II. Size of ship's Annual Planning Figure
III. Departmental budget information.
1 . Your department is
„
2. Your annual budgeted amount is




3. Is your departmental budget sub-allocated to the divisions in
your department? Yes No
.
a. What is the breakdown of funds between them?
b. What factors govern your sub-allocation of funds between the
divisions?
4. Is there a planned obligation rate in effect for your department
on a quarterly or some other basis? Yes
______
No »
a. Is this plan based on a straight percentage division of the
annual amount, an expected schedule of operations and upkeep,
or some other factors?








6. What methods (issue control, usage standards, etc.) are used to
control the use of consumables and prevent waste?




a. How often is this done?
IV. Does the POSTAR system enable you to more effectively manage the
financial resources available than the old quarterly OPTAR system?
(Please give reasons for your answer)
V. What do you consider to be the two factors which are the greatest
obstacles preventing more effective management of POSTAR funds?
VI. Additional comments.
Please return this form to : LT. BUCHHOLZ, NAVY PROGRAM
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
RM. 206 GOV'T. HALL
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